
HUGO CABRET              
9780439813785 HC $24.99 

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

NEW RELEASE UPDATE

3D Feature Film adaptation of The Invention of Hugo Cabret!
Theatrical Release Date: 11/23/2011

November 2011

THE HUGO CABRET MOVIE COMPANION      
This heavily illustrated, full-color, elegant 
hardcover closely resembles the look and feel 
of The Invention of Hugo Cabret. With 
interviews of key people behind the making of 
the film; side-by-side visual comparisons of 
artwork from the book and people, props, 
costumes, and sets from the movie; as well as 
information about automatons, early cinema, 
special effects and 3D technology, and more! 
Visually stunning and filled with fascinating 
information, The Hugo Cabret Companion will 
mesmerize and delight as it extends the 
experience of the movie and the book. A must-
have for fans of all ages! 

9780545331555 POB $19.99 

2008 Randolph Caldecott Medal

National Book Award Finalist

#1 New York Times Bestseller

USA Today Bestseller

#1 BookSense Bestseller

Starring:
Ben Kingsley,                                           

Jude Law, Christopher Lee 
Distributor: Paramount Pictures

Director: Martin Scorsese



Scholastic Reader Level 1: Hippo & 
Rabbit in Brave Like Me (3 More 
Tales) 

It’s another day with Hippo and Rabbit and, boy, 
are they in for a ton of surprises! Hippo is scared of 
everything. He worries his balloon will pop and 
make a big noise. He’s nervous about taking a 
bath. And he is so very afraid of spiders. Rabbit 
tells him not to worry—to just be brave, like him. 
But what do you think happens when Rabbit is 
surprised by a bee?!

9780545283601 PB $3.99  

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

Scholastic Reader Pre-Level 1: Gus 
Makes a Friend 

It’s a snow day, and Gus wants to play! But Mom is 
busy. Dad is busy. Gus needs a friend...and he 
makes one in the most unexpected way. This 
sweet, simple Pre-Level 1 story takes brand-new 
readers on an adventure with lovable rhino Gus. 

9780545244701 PB $3.99 

4+

4+

November 2011



Scholastic Reader Level 2: Animal 
Disguises For some animals it pays to be 
brightly colored and highly noticeable, especially if 
it frightens away a predator. However, some 
animals prefer a different approach: hiding in plain 
sight. This reader provides a basic introduction to 
animals that use camouflage. It shows how many 
animals—in the air, on land, or under the sea—use 
their camouflage to either evade their enemies or 
hunt their prey. Whether they’re blending in with 
their environment or looking like another animal 
altogether, their survival depends entirely on how 
well they can play hide-and-seek.

9780545317634 PB $3.99  

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

Picture Books and Readers

Scholastic True or False #12: 
Amphibians 

Let’s face it, kids love to ask and answer questions, 
which is why the Scholastic True or False series is 
packed full of fun questions like “Do all toads 
croak?” and “Are all brightly colored frogs 
poisonous?” Kids will read the question on the 
right-hand page and hen flip it over to find out the 
answer. It’s the truth— the Scholastic True or False 
series is a hit!

9780545202077 PB $3.99 

4+

4+

November 2011



Moose

Charles is determined to help Moose, a giant Great 
Dane puppy. The problem is that this huge pup is 
scared of everything —loud noises, other dogs, even 
his own shadow! Charles has a lot of work cut out for 
him. With the help of his aunt Amanda, Charles figures 
out a way to slowly get the dog adjusted to scary 
noises and fast movements. Once Moose is trained, 
his original owners are happy to take him back.

9780545253970 PB $4.99

Duchess

Mia and Michael Batelli have a special way with cats 
and kittens. Their family fosters kitties in need, giving 
them love and proper care until they find the perfect 
home. When Mia discovers that Duchess’s owner is 
moving, she offers to help. But Duchess is used to being 
pampered and adored. It won’t be easy finding someone 
who’ll want to spoil the pretty white Persian. Can Mia 
find her a new home that’s fit for a queen?

9780545275743 PB $4.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

7+

7+

7+

November 2011



#24: Shark Attack! Freddy’s dream has come 
true: he’s about to be face to face with a real live 
shark! His first-grade class is taking a field trip to the 
aquarium today, and Freddy can’t wait. He’ll get to 
see fish and rays and moon jellies and—his 
favorite!— sharks! The aquarium even has a Shark 
Quiz. If he can answer all the questions correctly, 
Freddy will win a prize for his shark knowledge! But 
wait—where is Freddy’s lucky shark tooth? He can’t 
pass the quiz without it!

9780545295000 PB $5.99

#7: Sophie the Sweetheart 

Sophie has tried being awesome, heroic, a 
chatterbox, a zillionaire, a snoop, and a daredevil, 
but none of her names have stuck. Until now! 
Love is in the air—so what better name for 
Sophie to try out than Sophie the Sweetheart? 
But a mystery note and a run-in with her ex-best 
friend (and major nemesis), Toby, might make it 
hard for Sophie to stay super-sweet….

9780545330749 PB $4.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

4+

7+

November 2011



At First Bite Ashlee Lambert, the queen bee from 
This Totally Bites!, is back in her very own book! Ashlee’s 
family has moved from New York City to sunny L.A., 
which she is not happy about. Having to make a whole 
new group of friends is bad enough, but to top it off, 
Ashlee has to deal with the fact that she’s a fully fledged 
vampire! Keeping this huge secret from almost everyone 
is tough, and the popular girls at school aren’t making it 
any easier. When rumors start flying around school that 
there’s a vampire in the students’ midst, Ashlee doesn’t 
know what to do. Will she use her vampire powers for 
good...or evil? 9780545324878 PB $5.99

Classic Goosebumps #22:                            
Stay Out of the Basement                                  
Dr. Brewer is doing a little plant-testing in his 
basement. Nothing to worry about. Harmless, really. 
But Margaret and Casey Brewer are worried about 
their father. Especially when they...meet...some of 
the plants he is growing down there. Then they 
notice that their father is developing plantlike 
tendencies. In fact, he is becoming distinctly 
weedy—and seedy. Is it just part of their father’s 
“harmless” experiment? Or has the basement turned 
into another little shop of horrors? 

9780545298384 PB $5.99

9+

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

8+

November 2011



#4: Set Me Free 

Now that Maddie has been rescued from the school that 
was secretly an Alliance training base, she knows more 
about her world than she ever thought possible. Her 
mother, she discovers, is the leader of the Resistance. 
And now Maddie, Evelyn, Rosie, and Louisa —as well as 
other friends they have made along the way—must 
journey into the heart of a war-torn Chicago in order to 
track down her mother...and find the way to freedom.

9780545317047 PB $5.99

Wolves of the Beyond #2: Shadow Wolf

The wolf pup Faolan was born with a twisted 
paw, a slight defect that caused his wolf clan 
to abandon him in the forest to die. But 
Faolan, with the help of the grizzly bear who 
raised him as her own, survived. Now he’s 
made it back to his clan as a gnaw wolf, the 
lowest ranking pack member. And the 
hardships are just beginning. Another gnaw 
wolf, Heep, is jealous of Faolan and sets him 
up for failure. As if these humiliations are not 
enough, Faolan is framed for the murder of a 
wolf pup. Faolan must catch theculprit in time 
and prove he deserves to be a full member of 
the clan.

9780545093132 PB $6.99

10+

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

8+

November 2011



Children of the Lamp #7: The Grave Robbers of 
Genghis Khan
Djinn twins John and Philippa are off on another enchanting 
and dangerous adventure in this last book in the bestselling 
Children of the Lamp series. As volcanoes begin erupting 
all over the world, spilling golden lava, the twins must go on 
a hunt for the wicked character who has robbed the grave 
of the greatGenghis Khan. Can the twins stop this latest 
disaster before the world is overwhelmed? Join John and 
Philippa, Uncle Nimrod, and Groanin as they fight to defeat 
an evil more determined than any they’ve ever faced 
before….9780545126601 HC $18.99

Liar’s Moon As a pickpocket, Digger expects 
to spend a night in jail every now and then. But 
she doesn’t expect to find Lord Durrel Decath
there as well—or to hear he’s soon to be 
executed for killing his wife. Durrel once saved 
Digger’s life, and when she goes free, she 
decides to use her skills as a thief, forger, and 
spy to return the favor. But each new clue only 
opens up more mysteries. While Durrel’s
marriage was one of convenience, his behavior 
has been more impulsive than innocent. His late 
wife had an illegal business on the wrong side 
of the civil war raging just outside the city gates. 
Digger keeps finding forbidden magic in places 
it has no reason to be. And it doesn’t help that 
she may be falling in love with a murderer…
9780545136082 HC $17.99

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com

13+

8+

November 2011



Sound Bender After their parents’ plane 
goes down over the ocean, Leo and his brother 
Hollis are forced into the custody of their rich 
and enigmatic uncle Crane, a dealer of rare and 
probably illicit antiques. But almost as soon as 
he’s settled—or as close to settled as he can get 
in the bleak Brooklyn mansion, surrounded by 
his uncle’s dubious staff—Leo receives a 
mysterious package his father put together long 
ago, to be opened on his thirteenth birthday. 
With the package, Leo discovers he has an 
amazing ability. He can hear the history of any 
object by touching it. But when Leo finds a 
strange helmet buried among his uncle’s 
artifacts, and hears a pained cry coming from it, 
a mystery unravels as to its origin.  
9780545196925 HC $16.99

We were in front of a dilapidated one-story factory building. On its roof was a giant sign with a 
picture of a half-eaten salami that said “Finkelstein Family Salami Factory, Established 1931.” I 

was so busy staring at the place, thinking about all the disgusting things that must be going on in 
there, that I didn’t notice our car had made a U-turn and pulled up in front of a filthy brick building 

that took up the rest of the block. It stretched seven stories into the sky with hundreds of 
windows that were so grimy they looked totally black. The only color at all came from a flock of 

ratty white seagulls perched in the crevices of the brick. Stump turned off the ignition and popped 
open the trunk. Hollis glared at me. “Leo, you said . . .” The rest of his sentence was drowned out 

by my own thoughts. Please, don’t let this be the place. Please make this all go away. Please, 
Mom and Dad, come get us. Now! Hurry! Please . . . My mind was screaming but my face was 

still. The only movement I allowed myself was a sideways glance at the building. Painted in 
inconspicuous silver letters were the words, “Crane’s Mysteries.” Crane. Uncle Crane. Oh no. 
Stump got out and held the door open. “Out with you, kiddo. And get the little guy. The boss 

don’t like to wait.” I took a deep breath. The smell of salami was everywhere. I held my hand out 
for Hollis and pulled him from the back of the limo. “Come on, chief,” I said to him, trying to 

sound reassuring. “We can do this.” This was it. This was home.

10+

Fiction

ORDER NOW! Export-trade-orders@scholastic.com
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Scholastic Book of World 
Records 2012 

Whether kids want to know what the 
world’s fastest shark is or which 
country eats the most fast food the 
Scholastic Book of World Records 
2012 has all of the answers and 
much, much more! 

Over the past ten years, kids, 
parents, and teachers have come to 
love this kid- friendly book. Each of 
the three hundred records on pop 
culture, sports, science, and more 
has its own page that includes a full 
color photograph and a detailed 
description of the record.

9780545331494 PB $10.99

8+

Nonfiction
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